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Who to follow, smart money or dumb money? 
 

 
Figure 1: COT analysis  
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The above image shows the Commitment of Traders for the data up to November 22nd, 2013. 

What is important, at least for me is to check the behavior of Large Traders (green line) notably the 
“smart money” which can be seen that in past retracements (June to July 2013) they decreased 
their net long exposure way before the retracement started. 

On the other hand, the Small Investors (or in a not so polate way, called “dumb money”) they had 
their maximum exposure right up before, or just after the trend inverted, and at that point they 
decreased their exposure dramatically. 

How are those two players behaving right now? Large Trdaders have recently decreased their long 
exposure with the Sp500 hitting new historical highs. One way of interpreting such divergence 
situation is that Large Traders do not believe that the Sp500 can go much higher than current 
levels and/or expect a retracement soon. 

Small speculators seem to see or feel the movement done by the Large Traders as they too 
decreased their net long position. Maybe the general idea in the investment community is that 
current level of Sp500 seems to be unsustainable and before pushing again on the throttle 
everybody wants to see the incoming macro data which may, or may not, lead to the tapering. 

The one that I tend to see and interpret with higher reliability are still the Large Traders and the 
message is to be cautious at these levels. 

Another way to “trade” the COT is to draw trendlines on the Large Traders’ line and see when the 
line (red in this case) is violated: in the case showed above the violation downward of the LT 
holdings gives usually a good stop profit tool when long. It can be done in the same way for short 
positions. 

 

In the next page you will see an historical chart of the COT from 2008 to 2013 with 
trendlines and marks to show when those trendlines are violated. 

 

It is important to constant check the COT in the incoming weeks to have a better understanding of 
future movements of the Sp500, and depending on the Large Traders’ position we might be able to 
clearly define a possible downward movement either a retracement, or trend inversion. 

 

WHAT IF: 

The Sp500 will continue its parabolic upward movement? Large Traders will very probably 
increase their long exposure stating that no trend inversion will happen anytime soon. 

An alert should be put above Friday’s high as breaking such high will probably trigger this second 
tier scenario.   
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Figure 2: Historical COT analysis with trend lines 
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Useful Links: 
 
European Central Bank:                                     www.ecb.int 
Bank for International Settlements:                 www.bis.org 
International Monetary Fund:                          www.imf.org 
Federal Reserve:                             www.federalreserve.gov 
US CFTC                                                           www.cftc.gov 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer 
Nothing in this report constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation contained herein is suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances or otherwise 
constitutes a personal recommendation. It is published solely for information  purposes, it does not constitute an advertisement and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any 
securities or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction. No representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the 
information contained herein, nor is it intended to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in the report. The writer does not undertake that investors 
will obtain profits, nor will it share with investors any investment profits nor accept any liability for any investment losses. Investments involve risks and investors should exercise prudence in making 
their investment decisions. The report should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The 
value of any investment or income may go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount invested. Any opinions expressed in this report are subject to change without notice.  
The securities described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Options, derivative products and futures are not suitable for all investors, and trading 
in these instruments is considered risky. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related instrument mentioned in this report. For 
investment advice, trade execution or other enquiries, investors should contact their local sales representative. Any prices stated in this report are for information purposes only and do not represent 
valuations for individual securities or other instruments.  


